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Abstract: The transmission tower is an important infrastructure for transmission lines. To secure
the operation of the power grid, it is particularly important to evaluate the safety of the in-service
transmission tower under the action of random wind loads throughout their entire life cycle. Thus,
this paper firstly establishes the time-varying equivalent performance function of the in-service
transmission tower under the action of random wind loads. Then, in order to address the short-
comings of the traditional maximum entropy method, the high-order moments-based improved
maximum entropy method (HM-IMEM) is proposed and extended to assess the wind resistance
global reliability of the in-service transmission tower. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed
method is demonstrated evaluating the wind resistance global reliability of an in-service transmission
tower in an engineering setting. Analytic results indicate that: (1) The proposed method can ensure a
balance between calculation accuracy and efficiency. Compared with Monte Carlo simulation (MCS)
method, the relative error is only 0.11% and the computational cost is much lower than that of the
MCS method. (2) The reliability of the in-service transmission tower significantly decreased over
time. In order to guide maintenance and reinforcement by predicting the time-varying performance
of in-service transmission towers, it is of great engineering value to evaluate the wind resistance
global reliability of the in-service transmission tower.

Keywords: in-service transmission tower; wind resistance global reliability; time-varying system;
HM-IMEM; time-varying equivalent performance function

1. Introduction

In recent years, ultra-high voltage (UHV) transmission lines were rapidly developed
in China. Transmission towers are important infrastructure for transmission lines and their
safety is directly related to the operation of the line [1–3]. Due to prolonged exposure to
the atmosphere, the steel members of transmission towers are prone to rust and corrosion
under the effect of acid rain, leading to the degradation of tower performance. In this
regard, it is of great engineering significance to conduct global time-varying reliability
analysis of transmission towers to predict the service performance.

The current global reliability analysis methods for transmission towers mainly include
the Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) method [4], failure mode identification method [5–7],
and performance function equivalent description method [8]. Although the MCS method
is simple and easy to implement, it is not suitable for global reliability analysis of large
and complex transmission towers due to its high computational cost. Refs. [6,7] combined
the failure mode identification method with the Ditlevsen bounds method for the global
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reliability analysis of transmission towers. However, it is difficult to identify the failure
mode due to the large number of members in transmission towers, and the correlation
between any two failure modes was not reasonably considered. It is worth pointing out that
the Ref. [9] studied the global reliability of transmission towers by combining the equivalent
description method of the performance function and high-order moment method. The
equivalent description of the performance function reasonably considers the correlations
of these failure modes. Nevertheless, existing research on the reliability of transmission
towers still focuses on time-invariant global reliability analysis, and research on time-
varying global reliability of in-service transmission towers in relation to performance
degradation is rarely reported.

Compared to research on time-invariant global reliability, research on time-varying
global reliability is more challenging and computationally expensive. Over the past few
decades, research on time-varying reliability received great attention and some novel meth-
ods were proposed, e.g., the time-discrete-integrated method [10], first transcendental
reliability conversion method [11–13], time-invariant and time-varying reliability conver-
sion method [14], probability density evolution method [15], and MCS [16]. However,
these relevant studies mostly limit time-varying reliability analysis to the member level.
Ref. [17] proposed a time-varying global reliability analysis method based on high-order
moments, and the results indicate that this method can provide good precision for simple
structural systems. However, the order of the required high-order moments is determined
subjectively in this method, and the introduction of the dimension reduction method
(DRM) cannot guarantee the required accuracy for complex engineering structures. In
general, there is a lack of research on methods to analyze time-varying global reliability
that can achieve a better tradeoff between accuracy, efficiency, and versatility for in-service
transmission towers.

The objective of this paper is to develop a time-varying global reliability analysis
method for in-service transmission towers that can effectively evaluate their time-varying
global reliability with a tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency. The remainder of this
paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the time-varying equivalent performance
function for in-service transmission towers under the action of random wind loads is
established. In Section 3, the high-order moments-based improved maximum entropy
method (HM-IMEM) is proposed, and the time-varying global reliability analysis for in-
service transmission towers is presented based on the HM-IMEM. In Section 4, focusing on
an in-service transmission tower in practice, the analysis of time-varying global reliability
under the action of random wind loads is investigated using HM-IMEM. Finally, some
conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. The Time-Varying Performance Function of In-Service Transmission Towers
2.1. Resistance Degradation Model for Steel Members

The resistance of in-service transmission towers in corrosive atmospheric environ-
ments degrades over time. As transmission towers are primarily composed of circular
steel tubes or angle steel, the resistance degradation model of steel members must be
examined first in order to describe their time-varying performance. However, most studies
on resistance degradation models focus on reinforced concrete, with relatively few studies
centering around steel members [18,19]. In this paper, the degradation process of steel mem-
bers is described based on the idea of the attenuation function method [20,21]. The initial
value is R0, and the resistance R(t) at any time can be expressed by the following equation:

R(t) = R0ξ(t) (1)

where R0 is usually considered a random variable, and ξ(t) is the function that describes
resistance degradation over time.
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2.2. Random Equivalent Static Wind Loads of Transmission Towers

The dynamic reliability analysis of transmission towers under wind loads is com-
plicated, and the corresponding theory is not yet fully developed. One of the frequently
used methods is to simplify dynamic wind loads into equivalent static wind loads, and
then convert dynamic reliability into static reliability. According to Ref. [9], the mean,
standard deviation, and probability distribution of random equivalent static wind loads
can be expressed as follows:

µWse = µβz µWs (2a)

σWse =
√

µ2
Ws

σ2
βz
+ βz2σ2

Ws
(2b)

FWse(w) = exp
{
− exp

[
−w− [1− 0.45δWse ]µWse

0.779δWse · µWse

]}
(2c)

where δWse is the coefficient of variation in the random equivalent static wind loads Wse,
µWs and σWs are mean and standard deviation of the random static wind loads Ws, and µβz
and σβz are mean and standard deviation of the random wind vibration coefficient βz.

Since wind loads are taken as the maximum value during the design reference pe-
riod [10], the probability distribution of the maximum random equivalent static wind loads
during the design reference period T can be further expressed as

FWseT (w) = exp
{
− exp

[
−w− [1− (0.45− 0.779 ln T)δWse ]µWse

0.779δWse · µWse

]}
(3)

and the corresponding mean and standard deviation can be calculated as follows:{
µWseT = (1 + 0.779δWse ln T)µWse

σWseT = σWse

. (4)

2.3. The Equivalent Description of the Time-Varying Performance Function of In-Service
Transmission Towers

The main member is the primary bearing member of the transmission tower system,
and it plays a crucial role in the structural design of the tower [9]. Therefore, using
the failure criterion that the stress of the main member exceeds the yield strength, the
equivalent performance function of in-service transmission towers can be established based
on the equivalent description method [22] and the resistance degradation model shown in
Equation (1). This function can be expressed as

Z(t) = min
i=1,2,...,l

[R(t)− Si(WseT , t)] (5a)

 Si(WseT , t) = Nc(t)
ϕA + M(t)

ω for compression− bending member

Si(WseT , t) = Nt(t)
A + M(t)

ω for tension− bending member
(5b)

in which Z(t) denotes the time-varying equivalent extreme variable, R(t) denotes the time-
varying yield strength of the main member, and l is the number of main members. Si(WseT,t)
denotes the time-varying stress of each main member under random equivalent static wind
loads, Nc(t) is the time-varying axial compression force, Nt(t) is the time-varying axial
tension force, M(t) is the time-varying bending moment, ϕ is the stability coefficient under
axial compression, A is the area of cross-section, and ω is the cross-section modulus [23].

3. The Time-Varying Global Reliability Analysis Based on the HM-IMEM
3.1. The Traditional Maximum Entropy Method Based on the First four Moments

The traditional maximum entropy method (MEM) uses the first four raw moments
MZ,k (k = 0,1, . . . ,4) of the performance function Z as constraint conditions and the Shannon
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entropy Hs of the Z as the objective function. The following optimization model can be
established as [24]:

maxHs =
∫ ∞
−∞ fZ(z) ln fZ(z)dz

s.t.

{ ∫ ∞
−∞ zk fZ(z)dz = MZ,k, k = 1, 2, 3, 4∫ ∞
−∞ fZ(z)dz = 1

(6)

Based on the penalty function method [25,26], Equation (6) can be converted to the
unconstrained optimization problem, namely.

L = −Hs + λ0

(∫ ∞

−∞
fZ(z)dz− 1

)
+

n

∑
k=1

λk

[∫ ∞

−∞
zk fZ(z)dz−MZ,k

]
(7)

By solving the unconstrained optimization problem shown in Equation (7) with the
help of the Newton method or quasi-Newton method [27–29], coefficients λ0, λ1, ···, and
λ4 can be obtained. Then, the maximum entropy probability density function (PDF) fZ(z)
and the failure probability Pf of the Z can be calculated as follows, respectively:

fZ(z) = exp

(
λ0 −

4

∑
k=1

λkzk

)
(8a)

Pf = P(Z ≤ 0) =
∫ 0

−∞
exp

(
λ0 −

4

∑
k=1

λkzk

)
dz. (8b)

Although the traditional MEM is widely used in reliability analysis, there are still some
issues with its accuracy and convergence. This is because the traditional MEM usually
uses the dimension reduction method (DRM) for statistical moment estimation and only
considers the first four moments as constraints [24]. This may lead to poor precision of
the reliability index if the first four moments are not accurate enough or if the probability
information is incomplete [30]. In addition, the traditional MEM usually determines the
maximum entropy integral limits subjectively, which can result in numerical instability or
even divergence of the MEM [31].

In this regard, the generalized F-discrepancy (GF-discrepancy)-based point selection
method [32], which can effectively control the estimation error, is introduced to estimate
high-order statistical moments of the performance function based on Equations (6)–(8b).
Meanwhile, the integral limits determination method and convergence criterion are intro-
duced to rationally determine the integral limits and the order of the required high-order
moments of the MEM, respectively. Furthermore, a new maximum entropy method is
proposed noted as the high-order moments-based improved maximum entropy method
(HM-IMEM). Finally, the HM-IMEM is applied to analyze the time-varying global reliability
of the in-service transmission tower.

3.2. The High-Order Moments-Based Improved Maximum Entropy Method
3.2.1. The Estimation of the High-Order Moments Based on the GF-Discrepancy-Based
Point Selection Method

Recently, there was a growing interest in the GF-discrepancy-based point selection
method [32] due to its balanced distribution of point sets and effective control of error
limits. Therefore, to address the issue of inadequate accuracy of high-order moments in
the dimension reduction integral method for complex systems, the GF-discrepancy-based
point selection method is introduced in this paper.

Firstly, a brief description of the theory and implementation of the GF-discrepancy-
based point selection method is provided. Supposing the representative point set corre-
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sponding to the random vector X is noted as {xq, q = 1,2, . . . ,NT}, and the GF-discrepancy
DGF corresponding to the representative point set can be defined as

DGF = max
1≤i≤n

{sup|Fi(x)− Fi(x)|} (9)

in which Fi(x) is the marginal cumulative probability distribution function of Xi and Fi(x) is
the empirical cumulative probability distribution function of Xi, namely

Fi(x) =
NT

∑
q=1

wq · I(xq,i ≤ x) (10)

wq =
∫

Ωq
ρX(x)dx (11)

where I(·) is the indication function, and wq is the weight coefficient and also called the
probability of assignment, which can be estimated by the probability measure in a set of
representative regions. For a given representative point set, its representative regions can
be adopted by Voronoi cell-based partition technique [33].

In this paper, using the procedure of GF-discrepancy-based point selection method
shown in Equations (9)–(11), the Sobol sequence [34] is employed to generate n-dimensional
independent point set In = {uq= (uq,1, uq,2, . . . , uq,n), q = 1, 2, . . . , NT}, which is uniformly
distributed in [0, 1]n. The initial point set xq,I corresponding to X can be generated as
follows:

xq,i = F−1
i
(
uq,i
)
, i = 1, . . . , n, q = 1, . . . , NT (12)

where Fi
−1(·) is the inverse function of Fi (·).

To minimize the GF-discrepancy of the selected point set, θq,i shown in Equation (12)
is reconstructed twice as follows:

x′q,i = F−1
i

(
NT

∑
k=1

( I(xk,i ≤ xq,i)

NT

)
+

1
2
· 1

NT

)
(13a)

x′′ q,i = F−1
i

(
NT

∑
k=1

(
wk · I

(
x′k,i ≤ x′q,i

))
+

1
2

wq

)
(13b)

where x′q,i and x′ ′q,I denote the reconstructed point sets.
The point set x′ ′q,i and weight coefficient wq obtained by GF-discrepancy-based

point selection method are used to calculate raw moments Mz,k of the performance func-
tion, namely.

MZ,k = E
(

Zk
)
=

NT

∑
q=1

wq
(
Z
(
x′′ q
))k (14)

3.2.2. The Determination of Integral Limits

It is easy to find that the integrals shown in Equations (6) and (7) are defined over
the infinite domain (-∞, +∞) where the integrals are difficult to be calculated directly.
In practice, the infinite domain is frequently replaced by the finite domain (µ − 10σ,
µ + 10σ), where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the performance func-
tion, respectively. However, the convergence of the integral problem greatly depends on
the accuracy of the integral limits. Obviously, the approximation on the finite domain
(µ − 10σ, µ + 10σ) is subjective and may lead to truncation errors, and even make the
MEM not converge. In this regard, to enhance the numerical stability and accuracy, a more
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rational determination of the integral limits is introduced in this section [31]. Fistly, the
linearly shifter moment mi involving an unknown variable C can be defined [35] as follows:

mi = ∑i
j=0

(
i
j

)
(−C)i−j MZ,j (15)

and then, the following equations containing variable C can be constructed, namely

τ = ∆1/∆2 (16a)

in which

∆1= det


m0 m1 · · · mn′

m1 m2 · · · mn′+1
...

...
. . .

...
mn′ mn′+1 · · · m2n′

 (16b)

∆2= det


m0 m1 · · · mn′+1
m1 m2 · · · mn′+2

...
...

. . .
...

mn′+1 mn′+2 · · · m2n′+2

. (16c)

The solutions about the variable C, noted as ς’ and ς, can be obtained by solving the
Equation (16a), where n’ equals tobn/2c and τ equals to 10−(n’+1). Finally, ς’ and ς are
considered as the upper and lower integral limits, respectively.

3.2.3. Convergence Mechanism

Theoretically, as the order of moments in the constrained condition of Equation (6)
increases, the probability density function (PDF) fitted by the MEM approaches the true
value more closely. However, estimating high-order moments often requires significant
computational resources to achieve the satisfactory accuracy. Therefore, it is important to
keep a balance between accuracy and efficiency. To this end, the convergence mechanism
in Ref. [30] is introduced to automatically determine the order of moments, namely

‖Hs − Hs−2‖
‖Hs‖

≤ ε (17)

where ε is a specific positive error precision value and is taken as 10−5 here.
If Equation (17) is satisfied, the Shannon entropy Hs converges to a stable value. That

is, the first s-order raw moments can accurately reconstruct the maximum entropy PDF.

3.2.4. The Structural Reliability Analysis

Using Equation (7) and combing the first s-order raw moments Mz,k obtained from
Equation (14) with the integral limits ς’ and ς calculated by Equation (16a), the objective
function of the unconstrained optimization problem can be expressed as follows:

L = −Hs + λ0

(∫ ς′

ς
fZ(z)dz− 1

)
+

n

∑
k=1

λk

[∫ ς′

ς
zk fZ(z)dz−MZ,k

]
. (18)

Similarly, the maximum entropy PDF fZ(z) can be estimated by the Newton method as

fZ(z) = exp

(
λ0 −

s

∑
k=1

λkzk

)
. (19)
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Then, based on the maximum entropy PDF of Equation (19) and the lower integral
bound ς, the structural failure probability and reliability index can be calculated, namely

Pf = Pf (Z ≤ 0) =
∫ 0

ς exp

(
λ0 −

s
∑

q=1
λqzq

)
dz

β= −Φ−1
(

Pf

) (20)

in which Φ−1(·) denotes the inverse function of the cumulative distribution function of
standard normal variable Φ (·).

3.3. Numerical Implementation of the HM-IMEM for Time-Varying Global Reliability of In-Service
Transmission Towers

By combining the established time-varying equivalent performance function of in-
service transmission towers with the proposed HM-IMEM, the time-varying global reliabil-
ity analysis of in-service transmission towers under action of random wind loads can be
carried out in the following implementation steps (see also the flowchart in Figure 1):
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Step1: Discretization of the design reference period.
The design reference period T = [t0, tm] is equally divided into m + 1 intervals, each

interval is ∆t = (tm − t0)/m in length, and the design reference period T can be discretized
into {t0, t1 = t0 + ∆t, . . . , tm = t0 + m·∆t} intervals.

Step2: The equivalent description of the time-varying performance function.
According to Equation (5a), the equivalent performance function Z(tr) of the in-service

transmission tower at tr = t0 can be obtained.
Step3: The statistical moments estimation for Z(tr).
Based on Equation (14) and taking s = 2, the first s-order moments of the Z(tr) are

calculated at tr = t0.
Step4: Calculation of integral limits.
Based on Equations (15) and (16c), the integral limits ς and ς’ of the HM-IMEM can

be obtained.
Step5: Calculation of the maximum entropy PDF.
With the first s-order moments, the maximum entropy PDF can be estimated by

Equation (19).
Step6: Convergence mechanism.
If the Equation (17) is satisfied, the next step will be implemented; otherwise, go back

to step (3) and make s = s + 2.
Step7: Estimation of the failure probability and reliability index for the in-service

transmission tower at tr.
The failure probability and reliability index of the in-service transmission tower at tr

can be calculated according to Equation (20), but with a time parameter, namely
Pf (tr) =

∫ 0
ζ(tr)

exp

(
λ0(tr)−

s(tr)

∑
q=1

λq(tr)zq(tr)

)
dz

β(tr)= −Φ−1
(

Pf (tr)
) . (21)

Step8: Calculation of the time-varying failure probability and reliability index of the
in-service transmission tower.

Repeating steps (2)–(7), and calculating the failure probability, {Pf(t1), Pf(t2), . . . ,Pf(tm)},
and the reliability index, {β(t1), β(t2), . . . ,β(tm)} at r = 1, 2, . . . , m, respectively.

4. Example Analysis
4.1. Engineering Situation and the Finite Element Model of the In-Service Transmission Tower

In this paper, an in-service UHV tower on the Jindongnan-Nanyang-Jingmen line in
China is used as the engineering background [36]. The Jindongnan-Nanyang-Jingmen
transmission line project is the initial project for the development of UHV transmission
in China, and it is necessary to analyze the time-varying wind resistance global reliability
of in-service transmission towers on the Jindongnan-Nanyang-Jingmen line. A typical
in-service transmission tower on this transmission line is selected for time-varying wind
resistance global reliability analysis. This in-service transmission tower has a height of
181.8 m, a square plane shape, and is built with lattice steel tubes made of Q345 steel and
Q235 steel. In this paper, the general FEA software ANSYS was applied for the structural
analysis of the transmission tower, which was analyzed by depending on the ideal elastic–
plastic constitution of steel. Meanwhile, the transmission tower was composed by steel
tubes, which were simulated by Beam 188 element in ANSYS, and the FE model of the
in-service transmission tower is shown in Figure 2.
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4.2. The Time-Varying Performance Function of the In-Service Transmission Tower
4.2.1. The Probabilistic Statistical Characteristics

The probabilistic statistical characteristics of the random parameters of this in-service
transmission tower are listed in Table 1 [37]. In this paper, the design wind speed of refer-
ence height is considered as 30 m/s, and the load condition of 90 degrees wind condition is
considered. Since the coupling between the transmission line and the transmission tower is
quite complex, the self-weight and the wind loads of the transmission line are assigned to
each hanging point of the transmission tower in this paper.

Table 1. Statistical characteristics of random parameters.

Variables Physical Meaning Probability
Distribution Mean COV

Es Elastic modulus Normal 206 GPa 0.03
v Poisson’s ratio Normal 0.3 0.03

fy0-345 Yield strength of Q345 steel Normal 387.1 MPa 0.07
fy0-235 Yield strength of Q235 steel Normal 263.7 MPa 0.07

4.2.2. Random Equivalent Static Wind Loads

The design reference period T = 50 years is considered, and the transmission tower is
divided into 36 sections along the height direction. By combining the calculation formula
of standard value of the wind loads in DL/T 5154-2012 [23] and Equations (2a)–(4) in this
paper, the mean and standard deviation of wind loads along the height of the tower can
be obtained. Meanwhile, the calculation results are shown in Table 2, where the random
equivalent static wind loads are considered as the type I extreme distribution.
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Table 2. Statistical characteristics of random equivalent static wind loads.

No. Height of
Tower (m) Mean (kN) Standard

Deviation (kN) No. Height of
Tower (m) Mean (kN) Standard

Deviation (kN)

1 12.00 18.49 3.57 19 143.96 19.20 3.71
2 24.00 48.70 9.40 20 148.27 19.39 3.74
3 34.50 29.05 5.61 21 147.58 19.36 3.74
4 45.00 71.35 13.77 22 152.00 35.25 6.80
5 64.00 84.35 16.28 23 155.20 15.81 3.05
6 80.60 85.32 16.47 24 158.40 15.90 3.07
7 95.10 79.03 15.25 25 161.60 15.99 3.09
8 106.60 62.21 12.01 26 164.80 16.09 3.11
9 115.10 49.43 9.54 27 168.00 16.18 3.12

10 122.70 47.59 9.18 28 168.00 5.62 1.08
11 129.50 43.48 8.39 29 170.40 5.64 1.09
12 133.12 18.74 3.62 30 171.13 5.65 1.09
13 135.00 18.82 3.63 31 171.87 5.66 1.09
14 138.32 18.96 3.66 32 172.60 5.67 1.09
15 136.73 18.89 3.65 33 174.93 5.69 1.10
16 141.63 19.10 3.69 34 177.27 5.71 1.10
17 140.35 19.05 3.68 35 179.60 5.74 1.11
18 144.95 19.25 3.71 36 181.80 5.76 1.11

4.2.3. Resistance Degradation Model of the In-Service Transmission

On the time-varying performance of the in-service transmission towers, the influence
of the degradation of yield strength of steel members is considered in this paper, and the
resistance R(t) in Equation (1) is taken as yield strength fy(t) here. Therefore, according to
the relationship between the fy(t) of corroded steel and the corrosion damage factor ws(t)
suggested in Ref. [38], the Equation (1) can be rewritten as

fy(t) = fy0ξ(t) = fy0(1− 0.9852ws(t)) (22a)

ws(t) =

{
L0αK(1− p)t/A0, t < tL

L0αK[(1− p)tL + t− tL]/A0, t ≥ tL
(22b)

where fy0 is the initial yield strength of steel members, L0 and A0 denote the initial perimeter
and initial area of steel members, respectively, tL is the anti-corrosion life of different anti-
corrosion strategies, and is taken as 10 years here, α is the distinguishing coefficient between
ordinary steel and weathering steel with the value of 0.7, K is the average corrosion rate
of steel members on one side with the value of 0.025 mm/year, and p is the protection
efficiency and is taken as 95% here.

4.2.4. The Time-Varying Equivalent Performance Function

According to the resistance degradation model shown in Equations (22a) and (22b),
the time-varying equivalent performance function of the in-service transmission tower can
be obtained based on Equation (5a), namely

Z(t) = min
i=1,2,...,l

[
fy(t)− Si(WseT , t)

]
(23)

where l represents the number of members, i.e., l =1053.

4.3. The Time-Varying Global Reliability Analysis Based on the HM-IMEM of the In-Service
Transmission Tower at t = 30

The time-varying reliability of the in-service transmission tower is investigated at
intervals of 10 years, i.e., {t0 = 0, t1 = 10, t2 = 20, t3 = 30, t4 = 40, and t5 = 50}. In order to
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explain the implementation process of the proposed method, t3 = 30 is taken as an example
to illustrate in detail the implementation process by the proposed method.

4.3.1. The Estimation of the High-Order Moments Based on the GF-Discrepancy-Based
Point Selection Method

Firstly, 200 sample points are selected by Equations (9)–(13b), shown in Figure 3, and
the corresponding weight coefficients are obtained.
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Then, the structural response values of each moment are obtained by structural reanal-
ysis of 200 sample points. The raw moments of the structural response are calculated by
Equation (14) and the results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The results of the raw moments.

Raw Moments MCS The Proposed Method Relative Error ε (%)

MZ,1 8.9690 × 107 8.9231 × 107 0.51
MZ,2 8.7464 × 1015 8.6250 × 1015 1.39
MZ,3 9.1014 × 1023 8.8797 × 1023 2.44
MZ,4 9.9986 × 1031 9.6338 × 1031 3.65
MZ,5 1.1512 × 1040 1.0931 × 1040 5.05
MZ,6 1.3815 × 1048 1.2897 × 1048 6.64

4.3.2. The Determination of Integral Limits and Order of the High-Order Moments

Based on Equations (15) and (16c), the upper and lower integral limits of the HM-IMEM
are −1.1423 × 108 and 2.9308 × 108, respectively. Furthermore, based on Equation (17), the
order of the high-order moments required by the HM-IMEM is determined to be 6.

4.3.3. The Structural Reliability Analysis

Finally, the reliability index of tr =30 is calculated based on Equations (18)–(21), and
the calculation results are shown in Tables 4 and 5. In order to verify the accuracy of the
proposed method, the reliability index calculated by the traditional MEM is given, and the
MCS with 3 × 106 sample points is used as the standard solution.
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Table 4. Evolution of the estimated reliability index and its Shannon entropy with the variation in s.

s = 2 s = 4 s = 6

β 3.466 3.701 3.802
ε(%) 8.74 2.55 0.11
Hs 18.4827 18.4822 18.4822

Table 5. Comparison of estimated reliability index for different approaches.

MCS Traditional MEM The Proposed Method

β 3.798 3.390 3.802
ε(%) —- 10.72 0.11

Table 5 shows that the reliability index of the proposed method is 3.802, which is
almost identical to the reliability index of MCS, which is 3.798. This indicates that the
proposed method can provide highly accurate reliability results, with a relative error of
only 0.11%. In contrast, the traditional MEM based on the first four moments [24] could not
yield accurate results, with a relative error of the reliability index as large as 10.72%. These
results demonstrate that for global reliability analysis of in-service transmission towers, the
proposed method significantly improves the accuracy of the traditional MEM.

4.3.4. Calculation of the Maximum Entropy PDF

In addition, the PDF obtained from the proposed method and MCS is also compared
in Figure 4. It is easy to find that the results of the proposed method are in good agreement
with those of MCS, indicating that the proposed method can accurately fit the PDF of the
performance function of the in-service transmission tower in the entire range of proba-
bility distribution. In terms of computational efficiency, the proposed method requires
much fewer structural analyses than MCS, which shows that the proposed method is
more efficient.
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4.4. The Time-Varying Global Reliability Analysis Results during the Design Reference Period

Similarly, by following the above process, the reliability index and the corresponding
PDF of tr (r = 0, 10, 20, . . . .,50) can be calculated, respectively, as shown in Figures 5 and 6.
Figure 5 indicates that after 50 years of service, the reliability index of the transmission tower
decreases from 4.32 to 3.39, with a decrease of 0.93, which shows a significant reduction
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in the reliability index of the in-service transmission tower. Therefore, it is necessary to
analyze the time-varying reliability of the in-service transmission tower. Moreover, the
reliability index decreases faster nearly 10 years later, because the corrosion life tL of the
in-service transmission tower is taken as 10 years, which also indicates that the in-service
transmission tower exceeding the corrosion life must be treated with corrosion protection
to slow down the degradation process. Figure 6 shows that the PDF gradually shifts to the
left over time, which denotes an increase in the failure domain, and the change in failure
probability is consistent with the gradual decrease in the reliability index of the in-service
transmission tower over time.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, a time-varying global reliability analysis method for in-service transmis-
sion towers based on the HM-IMEM is proposed and verified by an actual engineering
example. The main conclusions can be drawn as follows:
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(1) The time-varying equivalent performance function of the in-service transmission
tower is established based on the resistance degradation model of steel members and
the random equivalent static wind loads;

(2) A high-order moments-based improved maximum entropy method for time-varying
global reliability analysis of the in-service transmission tower is developed;

(3) The MCS is used to calculate the reliability index at a typical time as the standard
solution. The relative error of the reliability results of the proposed method is just
0.11%, which demonstrates that the proposed method can provide fairly high accuracy
for reliability results;

(4) The proposed method has high computational efficiency and much lower computa-
tional cost than MCS;

(5) The reliability index of the in-service transmission tower is significantly reduced after
a certain period of time, and it is necessary to analyze the time-varying reliability of
the in-service transmission tower to evaluate its safety status.
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